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HE Grain Growers' Special Fanning Mills
do their work of cleaning and separating thoroughly. 
They are low down, compact machines, which 
make them very easy to operate. Strong wire screens 
are used exclusively in this mill a feature which 
adds years to its life. The feed dam above the 

hurdle gives practically an automatic feed and is regulated 
from side. When the feed is once set no regulating is 
needed. The lower shoe of the Grain Growers* Special is 
equipped with a cleaning bar. thus insuring a clean screen 
all the time. Clogging is impossible. A long mesh screen 
is used in the lower shoe for taking out oats.
The mills are equipped for general purpose work. Not only will 
they clean wheatSoats. barley, flam, clover, timothy, etc., but they 
will also separate wild oats from wheat or barley, and take pin oats 
out of wheat or oats. A shoe of 9 screens, each 23 inches long, and 
6 sieves are furnished with each mill. ,

Before building the G. G. Special Fanning Mill, our manufacturers 
did a great deal of experimenting. This mill was not marketed 
until it had proved its. true worth by rigid tests. Many features 
were added so that the farmer would have a mill which would do 

"Kis work well and give lasting satisfaction.

The fanning itiills are built so that power attachments can be 
easily put on. They are made in three sizes. The No. 3 mill 
40 inch is always sold with bothjpower and hand equipment. 

Special bagger attachments can be supplied at additional coat 
with each machine if so desired.
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